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CSU Monterey Bay opens fall 1995
By Larry Barrett

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

The federal government’s loss in military cutbacks is the California State
University system’s gain. Nearly $1 billion worth of buildings on 1,300 acres at
Fort Ord will be converted into a new
campus that will open for classes in Fall
"The opportunity to obtain a major
campus at little cost to the state was one
that the CSU could not turn down,"
CSU Chancellor Barry Munitz said.

Final delivery of the property by the
federal government is expected in Aim il
or May.
Final approval is pending from the
California Postsecondary Education
Commission and the California Legislature.
According to SJSU Presidenti. Handel Evans, $15 million has been appropriated by the government to upgrade
existing facilities.
"We hope to have our hands on the
money by May or June," Evans said.

With its proximity to the Monterey
Bay Aquarium and a new joint
CSU/UC research and development
center planned for another portion of
Fort Ord, it is expected that one of the
campus’ major academic programs will
be in the sciences.
International business and culture via
courses in cooperation with the Defense
Languages Institute are also under consideration.
’The curriculum is still being developed, but tentatively, our priorities will

include marine and atmospheric sciences, visual and performing arts and
international languages," CSU Monterey interim provost Steve Arvizu said.
According to Arvizu, students currently attending the SJSU off-campus
extension program in Salinas will be
among the first to transfer to the new
campus.
The integration will take place over
the next two years.
According to the CSU trustees, Monterey Bay will also have the most mod-

ern telecommunications and multimedia equipment to enhance and share
instruction with other campuses. Affiliations are being sought with Moss Landing Marine Laboratoriesa CSU consortium; UC Santa Cruz and four area
community colleges.
Despite current system-wide enrollment decline, projections show
increased demand for higher education
in California in the future. The Monterey Bay campus expects 20,000 students b) tine war 2020.

Negotiations
continue for
child care
facilities

Get jazzed with a java

By Deana Smith
Sirattan Daily Staff Wnt,

LESLIE A. SALZMANNSPARTAN DAILY

Java Jazz general manager Joey Wolverton, right, came down from
Seattle to open the new SJSU branch of this coffee stand which is locat-

ed next to MacQuarrie Hall. Senior Arbel Dalalo, left, buys a bagel
during his break on Thursday afternoon.

Gourmet coffee under MacQuarrie Hall
By Deana Smith
Spartan Nay Staff Wnter

Java Jazz, a gourmet coffee company, popped up on campus this semester near MacQuarrie Hall, offering
students yet another option for food
and drinks on campus.
"Business is excellent. This side of
campus needed it so had that we had
instant success," Skip Blunt, regional
manager of Java Jazz said. On Tuesday, the coffee company served
approximately 700 customers.
"I think it’s a wonderful service on
this part of campus to get a wakerupper in the morning," humanities
major Mary Ann Reese said.
I went to jack in the Box and got
coffee. I took one sip, threw it out
and came here," psychology major
Kim Nahrwold said.
This privately-owned company has

United Artists theater lease passes
By Michelle 14U
Spartan Daily Staff Wriier

The $9.1 million United
Artists’ multi-cinema package
was passed Thursday by the
San Jose City Council at City
Hall.
The proposal passed by a
10-0 vote, said Dave Grandey,
a public relations representative for the San Jose Redevelopment Agency.
Under the agreement,
United Artists has signed a 20
year theater lease with Kimball
Small Properties and Melvin
Simon & Associates.
Included in the agreement
are three additional five-year
options, and an agreement
that United Artists would
operate the multiplex for at
least 12 years.
In the proposal, Pavilion

developer Melvin Simon &
Associates and the Redevelopment Agency had agreed with
United Artists to build a 3,900seat multiplex with eight
screens.
According to Vicki L Herl,
mall manager at the Pavilion
Shops, the main objective of
the United Artists’ theater is
to increase the amount of
business in the downtown
vicinity.
Grandey expects the United Artists’ multiplex will bring
a minimum of 15,000 people
per week to the Pavilion or
roughly 750,000 to 1 million
annually.
Heni said construction will
start as soon as possible after
Thursday’s council meeting.
Construction is expected to
take 18 months.

a niche market that includes universities, hospitals and large office buildings.
It solicited SJSU and negotiated a
two-year lease through Spartan
Shops, Inc.
"We (Spartan Shops) met with the
deans on that side of the campus.
Then we met with the campus planning committee and received
approval to have it there," said Jerry
Mimnaugh, director of Spartan Dining Services.
Not only must all commercial businesses go through Spartan Shops,
Inc. to sell food on campus but they
also have to pay a flat fee and a commission to them.
Java Jazz opens at 6:45 a.m. Monday through Friday and offers a variety of menu options from flavored
espresso to muffins.

Stiffer DUI law OK’d
By Dhyana Wood
Spartan Daily Staff %Tim r

Drivers under the age of
21 who are caught driving
with any alcohol in their systems will have their license
suspended for one year
under the new "zero tolerance" law, which went into
effect Jan. 1.
Prior to the new California state law, there was no
penalty for drivers 16 to 18
years old unless caught with
a blood alcohol content
(BAC) of at least .05 percent. Drivers 18 to 21 faced
no penalty unless their RAC
was at least .08 percent.
The law states that a driver under age 21 must sub-

mit to a Passive Alcohol Sensor (PAS) test when asked to
do so by a law enforcement
officer. Failure to take the
test would result in a $100
fine, other licensing fees and
suspension of the driver’s
license for one year.
The zero tolerance law is
an administrative code, not
a criminal code. Since it is
not a criminal sanction, a
suspension would not go on
the individual’s Department
of justice or Department of
Motor Vehicles records.
Student Rick Styner, 26,
found the law "completely
stupid and unrealistic. The
See LAW. page 4

A location for the new child care facility, which students voted for in a special election last semester, is on
the negotiation table.
Students voted for a $5 fee increase to build a new
child care facility for the campus.
The election was convened because the Francis
Gulland Center at St. Paul’s Methodist Churchlocated on the corner of 10th Street and San Salvador was
losing its lease.
The church is now agreeing to keep a year-to-year
lease with the center, as long as .SJSU is working on the
new facility.
South Campus was chosen as the location for the
new center. For some, however, South Campus is not
the ideal location.
"It’s inconvenient for the parents; it’s inconvenient
for the students who work for us and it’s not in a good
neighborhood," Fran Roth, director of the Francis
Gulland Center, said.
The Center is now working together with Associated Students to purchase property on Eighth Street,
near San Salvador. The property is owned by the Foundation, a banking organization that funnels grants and
contracts to enhance the university.
AS. President Blair Whitney has presented a proposal to the Foundation and they are now in the discussion phase.
"We want the property used to benefit the total university," Kent Gibson, executive director for the Foundation, said.
"We need to fully consider this proposal with the
Foundation’s board of directors and other campus
officials."
If the Foundation sells the land. construction of the
new center should proceed smoothly and it could be
built in two years, according to Roth. However, until a
location is agreed upon, the 111011CV from the fee
increase is being placed in a reserve fund.
As progress on the center continues, students, facility and staff look forward to the new facility.
’The center’s staff and its program are great, hut
the center is just so limited, said women’s studies
major Sunny Miller, who uses the center.
The new facility will he able to take care of more
children and will have bettei-designed looms and
playg,round.
The new facility is also planning to add space for
infants and toddlers.
A kindergarten program is being considered for
children who have school for half the day and need
day care the rest of the time.
Longer hours may be n stablisheci if there is sufficient demand.

Random drug testing
approved for athletes
By Heather Haves
stn.niun I rails Stall Write,
On Jan. 28, the Supreme Court
decided in a 5-2 decision that the
NCAA was "well within its rights" to
mandate drug testing for college athletes.
This decision will not change
much with respect to the drug testing program at SJSU. Spartan athletes have been required to submit to
random drug testing since the mid1980s
However, the decision means athletes can be required to submit to a
drug test at any time.
-The intent of the drug testing is
to assist young people in getting
guidance and counseling to get away

from drugs and make better decisions," said Stan Morrison, head basketball coach at SJSU.
Morrison said athletes are tested
for three categories of drugs: marijuana, steroids and street drugs such
as coke, heroin and speed. He said
the chance of a false positive is minimal and a re-test can always he done.
Morrison said athletes are still able
to go out with their friends and haw
a good time. hut they are responsible
for using then own good judgment.
"Athletes should ask themselves if
they want to be involved in an einironment where they all get into
trouble and jeopardize then six nt Ott
See NCAA. page 4
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Editorial
Uncle Sam is
paying for drugs
Utide Nam is suppot ling heroin dealers.
It may sound strange, but it is happening in California.
A federal appeals court ruled Wednesday that
a San Diego man is eligible for Social Security
Income (SSI) because his drug dealing is not considered gainful employment.
According to the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals, Raymond Corrao can receive federal
assistance because he only spends an hour a day
selling drugs.
There are more than a few people who would
be very happy to hear their once debilatating
addiction can now earn them money.
Raymond Corrao did not have drug runners
working for him and he did not make a lot of
money, but he sold drugs. He told the courts that
he had to sell heroin in order to support his $150a-day habit.
Corrao bought $600 worth of heroin a day and
sold most of it for a profit. He kept the remains to
support his addiction. He has been using heroin
for over 35 years and drinks heavily.
The government has decided to support Corrao. Where does it draw the line? Will society now
have to support alcoholics and sex addicts who
claim their addictions are disabilities?
There are numerous other addictions being
invented all the time. Who is going to decide
which ones are worthy of government attention?
The taxpayers cannot afford to support all of the
addicts in the country.
Chocaholics and shopaholics in the state are
probably jumping for joy. If a drug addict who
needs daily doses of heroin can get assistance, why
not taxpayers who are actually putting money into
the economy?
Its ludicrous for the U.S. government to give
money to the criminals and drug dealers it is trying to get off the street. It is essentially supporting
the drug habits of addicts.
There are over 70,000 addicted alcoholics and
drug dealers on government assistance and much
of the money they receive is used to buy drugs,
not food or rent.
On a positive note, a San Francisco man and a
Chicago man were both denied government assistance because they could not substantiate their
claims as addicts without incomes.
Maybe there is hope for the taxpaying citizens
after all. If we can only convince Uncle Sam to
make education an addiction, we can all quit our
jobs and get paid to go to school.
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HEY, MR. PRESIDENT
WHAT’S WITH THE SHIFT FROM
HEALTH CARE REFORM TO AN
EMPHASIS ON GUN CONTROL & CRIME?

WELL. IF WE REDUCE
CRIME & VIOLENCE IN AMERICA
I WON’T NEED TO WORRY ABOUT
HEALTH CARE REFORM
AS MUCH!
I’LL BUY THAT
FOR A DOLLARI

MICHAEL RODRIGUEZ SPARTAN DAILY

Skater should withdraw from Olympics

SPARTAN DAILY

Letters to the editor
Gender equality needs
respect from both sides
Editor
I
letter
the
by
astonished
was
I
read in the Spartan Daily yesterday. I have always
been a believer in intelligent thoughts, especially
about equality, and it’s a shame that letter didn’t
have any.
Mr. A.A. (I assume this was a male) stated, "How
would a woman feel if her husband had punched a
knife through her ’gate’?" The correct terminology
is ’vagina". Women all over the country do get knives
(as well as bottles, sticks, clubs, etc.) thrust into their
vaginas. These women can be found in hospital
emergency rooms and rape crisis centers at almost
any time of the day.
I believe the Bobbitt rase received so much media
attention because the senseless physical attack was
aimed at a man and done by a woman. The case has
polarized women and men because women have
atrocious crimes committed against them every day
that never even get into the news because of the
sheer numbers of them, whereas an attack against
one man’s penis catapults the Bobbitt story into
national news. Think about that.
The so-called liberation movement" is not about
women, it’s about this society. It’s about re-examining stifling gender roles, short-changing both sexes
from experiencing their lives fully. It’s about stopping the violence. And it’s about the people living
together with a basic sense of respect for each other.
Jennifer Anne Evans
Senior; Chemical Engineming

Figure skate’ Tonya
Harding should withdraw
from
the
Olympics while she can still save
her reputation.
Although she has not been
proven guilty in the assault of
her skating opponent Nancy
Kerrigan, Harding has already
been tried and convicted as far
as I am concerned.
Harding denies any involvement in the plot to put Kerrigan out of the race. The people
charged with the assault, however, are Harding’s immediate
entourage.
Her ex-husband, Jeff Gillooly,
was found guilty of racketeering, or paying someone to hit
Kerrigan in the knee with a
club. Harding’s bodyguard,
Shawn Eckardt, is believed to
have hired Shane Stant, the
man who assaulted Kerrigan.
The getaway-car driver has also
been taken into custody.
As if the people surrounding
Harding are not enough to cast
a shadow of a doubt on her
innocence, Gillooly has admitted that Harding knew about
the assault the whole time. The
final approval to club Kerrigan
was up to Harding, he said.
It must be difficult to deny
involvement in a conspiracy
when all the fingers point to
Harding. If anything, the pressure of being a suspect should
be enough to drop out.
She may deny her involve-

KIRA RATMANSKY
Hodge Podge
ment in the plan to get Kerrigan out of the race, but Harding’s statements were proven as
lies during an FBI interrogation. When the pressure got
tough, Harding changed her
testimony from saying she knew
nothing to admitting she knew
a little. As of now, Harding has
admitted she knew about
Gillooly’s involvement only after
the incident.
Now that Gillooly said Harding knew more than she admits,
will her testimony change
again?
Winning a gold medal in the
Olympics is something the
young Oregonian has always
wanted. When Kerrigan got
clubbed and could not compete for the national figure skating championship, Harding was
there to win. Despite Harding’s
talent, there are no guarantees
she would have won if Kerrigan
skated.
Getting Kerrigan out of the
picture for the Olympics would
reduce the pressure of the competition for Harding. We

already know people close to
her were involved. If she keeps
denying her involvement in the
conspiracy any longer, she will
only bury herself further in lies.
Harding should save herself
the embarrassment of being
proven guilty in the public eye.
If she withdraws herself from
the Olympics now, she can
blame everything on the pressure of being a suspect alone.
As it is, Harding has been
portrayed as "the bad guy." She
is the woman who swears and
four-wheels in her truck while
discussing the whole conspiracy
with an ex-husband.
What do we really know
about Kerrigan? She is the poor
sweetheart who got hurt unjustly.
Harding says she plans to go
all the way to the Olympics.
Maybe the U.S. Olympic Committee should help Harding
save her reputation and dismiss
her from the competition.
After all, a person who has
lied once is bound to lie again
and liars should not be allowed
to represent our country in
national competition.

Kra Ratmansky is a Daily
staff columnist. Her column
appears every other Friday.

Controversial radio hosts a success
you listen to the radio
Ifthere is probably a good
chance that you’ve heard
the two most popular radio
show hosts in the country:
Howard Stern and Rush Limbaugh. Broadcast across the
nation and topping the bestseller charts with their books, it
is difficult not to have listened
to these people or at least
heard of them.
Lately there has been controversy involving Stern and the
antics that were performed at
his New Year’s Eve pageant last
month. There is also controversy surrounding what happened
back stage after the pageant.
Stern is constantly being fined
by the FCC for being too explicit in the nature of his broadcasting tactics.
It’s unfortunate in a country
founded on the idea that every
American has the right to an
opinion that we have to worry
about whether or not some
people may not like what we
have to say. If you don’t like or
agree with what someone else
has to say, argue with them or
just don’t listen to them.
Stern says what people would
like to say but are afraid to. He
is broadcast throughout the
country, it’s obvious that people
listen to and like him. The
silent majority doesn’t however,
express their true feelings for
Stern.

001,,1

TiiomAs Zizzo
Writer’s Forum

’Stern says what
people would
like to say but
are afraid to.’
Limbaugh has over 15-million listeners daily on the radio,
and a television show broadcast
to the entire country. He has
been interviewed by Playboy,
Barbara Walters, Phil Donahue,
and David Letterman. He has
two bestselling books and there
is a new Fox sitcom called
Monty that is a takeoff of his
show.
Limbaugh reports all those
things the mainstream media
doesn’t. He shows quotes and
clips of politicians being caught
doing and saying things the
media doesn’t. He is the alternate voice of America. Limbaugh provides the informa-

Library resources must
be more accessible
Editor
Being a senior in management information systems, I must say I am only giving the SJSU library
computing facility a passing grade.
In the book stacks, in my experience, I find about
half of what the computer says is on the shelf. I
don’t know what the problem is, but I have a much
better success rate getting what I need from the City
of San Jose’s, Santa Clara’s or Cupertino’s libraries.
My biggest complaint is with the periodicals. The
computer searches are great, once armed with all
the indexes printout. The printers don’t tell me
whether SJSU actually has what 1 just found. Back to
the paper trace.
I don’t know whether the material is at the
counter, bound or on microfilm. The library
doesn’t seem to be consistent on what dated materials are kept where. This results in my going all over
the place, not to mention wearing out the stairs
between the second and third floors (microfilms are
kept on the second floor) and getting maybe two
articles out of the 20 indexes I had started with.
Maybe everyone should be required to minor in
library technology?
Lastly, I am sure everyone is familiar with the
popular CD-ROM stations. I propose remote home
access to the stations since the library is not open 24
hours. We students are up that long, especially when
instructors seem to demand more nowadays.
Remote access is not Buck Rogers’ technology and
doesn’t require a big investment to implement.
That should at least double the access time to these
very popular resources with no need for extra staff.
Let’s get on into the ’90s, shall we?
Bill Chau
Senior, Management Information Systems

tion everyone needs in order to
form a real opinion about
what’s happening in society.
The connection between
Stern and Limbaugh is that
both of them dominate the airwaves and say all the things that
other talk show hosts are too
afraid to say. We need people
like Stern and Limbaugh. We
need people who aren’t afraid
of controversy. We need people
who will tell us the whole truth,
without worrying about who
may or may not agree with
them.
Why do people not like
Stern or Limbaugh? Most people who don’t like them don’t
agree with them. Most people
who don’t like Rush, don’t like
him because he’s conservative.
Others just don’t like them
because they are successful at
what they do and can’t stand
them.
Their success continues to
grow, and criticizing them isn’t
going to make them go away.
Their popularity has affected
the nation. Fox’s new show
Monty is getting low ratings
because the show criticizes
Rush instead of applauding
him. Stern and Limbaugh are
sweeping the nation. The voices
of the silent majority can be
heard everywhere.
Thomas hz.zo is a Daily
staff writer
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Forum Page Policies
The SPARTAN DAILY provides a daily Forum to promote a "marketplace of ideas." Contributions to the
page are encouraged from students, staff, faculty and
others who are interested in the university at large.
Any letter or column for the forum page must be
turned in to Letters to the Editor’s box in the SPARTAN
DMLY newsroom, Dwight Bentel Hall 209, or to the
information booth in the Student Union.
Articles may also be mailed to the Forum Editor,
The SPARTAN DAILY, School ofJournalism and Mass
Communications, San Jose State University, One Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192.
Fax articles to (408) 9243282.
Articles and letters MUST contain the author’s
name, address, daytime phone number, signature and
major. Although not encouraged, names may be withheld upon request.

Corrections
Last Tuesday in "Bookstore matches local
prices" the DAILY inadvertently omitted a word,
changing the meaning of a sentence. The article
should have read:
"The Spartan Bookstore will provide refunds if a
student finds a textbook at a lower price at another
college bookstore."
The headline for yesterday’s lead story should
have read: "UA proposes downtown multiplex."
The tints regrets any inistuidenuanding thew errors inay has, caused.
The tNt,.rwill correct all iagnificant errors brought in our atwntion.
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Medea project acting
workshops for women inmates

SpartaGuide_

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
With a dozen armed officers
standing guard, Medea Project
theater performances have the
best security town.
The deputies aren’t worried
about the audience getting out
of line. They’re guarding the
doors so the actors don’t escape.
It’s never happened, but it
might.
"The public was always
flipped out. They didn’t know if
these (guards) were actors. People didn’t get it. I said, ’No,
there are people that will have
to go back to jail tonight," said
Rhodessa Jones, director of the
project, which is funded by the
jail and local theater company
Cultural Odyssey.
Jones began organizing theater games, mask making and
discussion groups for female
inmates at San Francisco’s county’s jail No. 7 in the late 1980s.
That soon grew into emotionally-charged rap groups exploring
inmates’ life experiences and
their relationships with men,
families and police.
Those discussions were fodder for Jones’ trilogy of plays
and inspired the director to cast
female inmates. All women at
the jail are eligible to take part.
The final part of the trilogy,
"A Taste of Somewhere Else: A
Place at the Table," opens Feb.
10 at the Center for the Arts
Yerba Buena Gardens.
"More women are going to
jail today than ever before.
When a woman gets to a place
where she does not give a
damn, what happens to the
whole society? ... What happens
to the children?
"There’s a hell of a lot of reasons to be stoned, there’s a hell
of a lot of reasons to be angry as
hell," she said, "And that’s
scary."
The first play, presented in
1992, "Reality is Just Outside the
Window," was an examination
of the psyche of women. The
second, in 1993, "Food Taboos
in the Land of the Dead,"

TOTAL OVERCOMERS: Meet-

Today
CHINESE CAMPUS FELLOW%RP: First Meeting, 2:30p.m.,
Costanoan Room, SU. Call
Wmgfield Liu 252-6876

ICE HOCKEY AT SJSU: SJSU
vs. San Diego State University,
9:45p.m., Ice Centre of San
Jose, 10th and Alma. Call Lou
Siville 993-8638
SIKH STUDENT ASSOCIATION:
General Meeting,
12:301:30p.m., Pacheco Room, SU.
Call Parvinder 924-8736
PI ALPHA PHI: Spring Rush
’94, 9a.m. to 2p.m., in front of
Student Union. Call Alger 2948726 or Steve 259-0186

Saturday
ICE HOCKEY AT SJSU: SJSU
vs. University of Oregon,
8:30p.m., Ice Centre of San
Jose, 10th and Alma. Call Lou
Siville 993-8638
NU LAMBDA PHI: Spring ’94
Rush Party, 9p.m. to 2a.m., San
Francisco, Club Arte. Call Phil
(408) 297-4858 or Ben (40)
294-2177

SJSU VIETNAMESE STUDENT
Vietnamese
ASSOCIATION:
New Year Cultural Show,
7p.m., Morris Dailey Auditorium. Call Joanne Nguyen 4509399

ing-Last chance to advance
beyond human, 1:30p.m., Palo
Alto, Hyatt Rickeys, 4219 El
Camino Real. Call 510/ 8744725

MONDAY
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT CLUB: Information
booth,9a.m.-2p.m., outside SU.
Call Radhika 972-1237

LAMBDA

GAMMA:

LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP: Bible Study on the Book
of John, la.m., the Montalvo
Room, SU. Call Tim Ihssen
298-0204

LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP: Fellowship Dinner followed by the Bible study on
money, 6p.m., Campus Interfaith Center at 10th and San
Carlos St. Call Tim lhssen 2980204
Mu ALPHA GAMTvIA: Meeting,
12:30p.m., DBH 213. Call
Nicci Martin 924-3280
NU LAMBDA PHI: Spring
Pledge Class Interview, 38p.m., Costanoan Room, SU.
Call Phil (408) 297-4858 or
Ben (40) 294-2177
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explored the victimization and
criminalization of women.
"Table" speaks to the arduous process of recovery.
"This isn’t Dream Girls or
The Wiz going ’ali-one and two
and three," Jones said. "It’s
hard and ugly.’
In one piece in "Food
Taboos," the actors, dressed as
prostitutes in tight miniskirts
and high heels, saunter around
talking about a customer or a
pimp’s flogging.
"It goes for the heart, the
gut," Jones said.
Teresa Royal, serving time for
leaving a court-ordered drug
rehab program, said the project
helped her realize the effects of
her actions.
Royal, 28 and a mother of
four, said she hopes to earn the
right to visit her boys. She’s
already set up a support network of friends and family to
help her when she’s released.
"I’m not trying to impress
the world. I’m just trying to look
at myself and I’m liking it,"
Royal said.
Paulette Jones, 44, also is I
the road to recovery, but sa s
the process has been rough.
A bit embarrassed, Jones
admitted that she’s been in two
Medea Project plays, both times
as an inmate.She left the jail in
May 1993 after performing in
"Food Taboos" and feeling very
self-assured. Then reality hit.
"I was just another person in
this big, big world. It was just
devastating to me. ...It was so
easy to slip back" into had
habits, said the grandmother.
The judge ordered Jones to
prison for three years for violating parole, but reversed her
decision when Jones said she
would rejoin Medea. She
returned to jail in September
1993.
"We’re rehearsing for a
but there’s a second thing gillt
on. Sometimes rehearsals are sr
intense we’re all in tears," said
Jones, scheduled for release in
May.

A heat/ /)ride

TN k

Graduate Shawn Guthrie recites Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s speech
"Drum Major Instinct" during the opening ceremonies of African
Awareness month held Wednesday night at the Student Union.
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Imagine Getting
Quality PC Service
At Student Prices.
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He’s the best there is!
(Actually, he’s the illy we there is.)

Get 25% off labor or a free box of
diskettes on your first visit
Bring in this ad for a special offer
on top-notch Mac or PC service
from your local SERVIC,enter.

fr.r.1

On your first visit, get 25%
off laboror a free box of
disketteson anything
from repairs to a
system wellcheck to
a memory upgrade.
It’s all backed by
Digital, with fast
turnaround for all
kinds and brands of
PC products, printers,
and related peripherals. So bring in
your equipment to us for a repair, a
wellcheck, or even just a question.
What could be smarter than great
service at great prices?

Eservicenter7
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Law

ilia I lighttaN Patrol (CUP), the
ituruhcr iit 111111.1. injured or killed in
ahohol-i elated accidents has been falling
steadily It ti tile last five years.
The total number injured in Santa
Clara Counts tell front 580 in 1988 to 270
in 1992. The numbet killed decreased
front 15 per year to 5 over the same period. The number of deaths and injuries
for the state as a whole have also fallen
each year
It is currently difficult for University
Police to enforce the law. ’To enforce this
law requires money," said Lt. Bruce Lowe,
UPD spokesperson. UPD does not own
the necessary equipment to test for low
ale( du ti
At nu ill ug to Lowe, a person with a
vet lots let cl of alcohol will pass most

From page I
law is apposed to be about getting drunk
(Inlets off the road, not enforcing prohibition. That low of a level of alcohol isn’t
unsafe. Its really punishing people for
drinking."
Other students reat ted more positively Dung Nguyen, 31, said "I like the law. I
see a lot of drunk drivers. They’re dangerous."
Aaron Wishnuff, 21, had mixed feelings. "I had only two friends from high
schcx)1 that hadn’t driven under the influence of alcohol and other drugs."
According to statistics released by the

50 EVERY THURSDAY

12 OZ. BEERS!

6PM TO MIDNIGHT

-cp. 00.0,9.0A c:
ist

OPEN UNTIL 3AM
THU.,FRI., & SAT.

-4 6. OCOtioifcci.

ROCK N TACOS
HEALTH-MEX

131 W. SANTA CLARA ST.
-*Poi*

drunk driving tests. To determine the
exact level of alcohol it is necessary to
take a driver into custody and transport
them to a testing center.
This is considered unreasonable when
the driver passes DUI tests. As a result
UPD has not suspended any license
under the new law.
UPD is hoping to get money for PAS
equipment from fund-raising efforts by
the Prevention Education Program (PEP
Center). One of two goals of the fundraising campaign is to buy the breathalyzer device.
Harriet Pila, director of the PEP Center, said "40 percent of people who drink
have problems handling their alcohol." If
the equipment is purchased she hopes to
use it fin. eiltu ational purposes.

Reach the
SJSU market. ADVERTISE!
(408) 924-3270

SAVE
ON NEW & USED BOOKS,
COMPACT DISCS

(5 BLOCKS WEST OF CAMPUS)
.

OR

Sunday 12prn-8pm
138 E. Santa Clara Si.
(Betweert3rdli 4thl
Downtown San Jose

286-6275
Di9\6 ‘;’:CCYCLE

the team," Morrison said.
Morrison feels the drug testing
won’t have any profound influence
or affect on athletics at SJSU. He
said it is a deterrent and makes it
easier for athletes to say no to
drugs.
According to Morrison, the athletes have not really voiced any
opinion to him on the subject of
drug testing.
Jennifer Bush, an SJSU swim
team member, thinks the drug testing is a good idea. "Athletes
shouldn’t be doing drugs during
the season," she said. "By doing
drugs, they are only bringing down
the team and themselves."
Bush said all athletes have to

ST0RE

City, Disney reportedly
strike deal on project
ANAHEIM (AP) The city and
Walt Disney Co. have reached tentative agreement on financing and
building improvements for a proposed $2.75 billion expansion at Disneyland, it was reported Thursday.
The agreement, culminating three
years of negotiation, would create a
municipal authority to sell bonds for
two parking garages, utilities, street
widening and landscaping for Westcot Center, the Orange County Register reported.
The world’s fair-type park would
feature hotels, an amphitheater and
other attractions around Disneyland’s present site.
"We’re very encouraged," Ken

( I IANCL. It) A )\AN( I
BEYOND HUMAN
I Ili( RI 55 s11.5k"

ihe physical Kingdom
beyond human (what religions call the "Kingdom of
God"), the actual requirements for colts, and its
relationship lii UFO’s.
FREE Admission
I:30pm Saturday 2/5
Hyatt Rickeys, Palo Alto
4219 El Camino Real

Page me! Call me!
Phones
Uniden Cellular
"Previously owned
90 day warranty
Micro

*61 Me %NW

16 #
memory
urgent
call page
memory
full alert

Need Extra Units?

’3915

Evergreen ValleyValley College is the
Affordable Choice at $13 a unit!

Recycle
the
Daily!

Mon. Thu. 10am-9pm
Fri. & Sat. I OarnlOpm

150 S. First Street (408) 294-5483
Must be 21 or over with ID

C

day.
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LUCKY
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COMING SOON...
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DIE.
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COMMUNICATION
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mobile
89"
transportable

99"
portable

139"
new phones
start at 199n

9091
4,08.292.
. n c
S. First St. #127
San Jose CA 95118

$2
Hair Cut
8.r shampoo w/student ID
(230-3:30 pm $1 haircut)

YOU CAN STILL REGISTER
for the following transferrable courses starting
this week at Evergreen Valley College:
Art 26A
Art 31
Art 55A
English 33
English 60
English 73
English 80
English 828
English 84B
izrench IA & 1B
Geography 11
History 22
Journalism 14
Journalism 65
Music 10A
Music 23 & 538
Music 37
Soc. Science 20
Spanish 2A & 2b

Representational Drawing
Three Dimensional Design & Model Making
Life Drawing
Images of Women in Literature
Japanese & Japanese-American Literature
Introduction to Shakespeare
Mexican -American Literature
Black Literature
Survey of American Literature
Elementary French
Cultural Geography
Mexican -American History
News Writing
News Staff
Music Theory
Vocal Instruction
Evergreen Community Band
African -American Culture
Intermediate Spanish

Plus
Business Information Systems
Computer Information Systems
Computer Science
Engineering

Call NOW for Registration Information!
Ask also about registration/orientation
Dt1 Saturday, February 5th (9 am to 1 pm)
for transferrable TELECOURSES!

Evergreen Valley College
3095 Yerba Buena Road at San Felipe Road)
San Jose, CA 95135

(408) 270-6441

sign an agreement before they join
the team. This document informs
all potential athletes that a random
drug test may be administered at
any time. If the athlete chooses not
to sign, he or she can’t join the
team.
Phil Chou, a player on the SJSU
football team, feels the drug testing
is a good idea as well.
"It’s about time they crack down
on users," he said.
Chou feels there is a small invasion of privacy involved, but all athletes know what they’re getting
into. He said they have to take the
whole package, not just the good
parts.
As for the future of athletics at
SJSU, Chou feels the effect will be
minimal.
"Being a true athlete comes
from the heart, not from the drugs
you take," he said.

expand

993-8230

LC ET ROCKED’

NCAA

2 for 1

FREE

Acrylic Nails
Plain Facials
Plain Manicures
Naillips
Permanent Waves
Accredited by NACCAS
Hair Coloring
0 s y is reques ,_p ease
Licensing Preparation Advanced Courses Available Fully
Approved for Placement Assistance Classes Forming Regularly
Student Work Only
Monterey Academy
Milpitas Beauty College
of Hair Design
1350 S. Park Victoria Dr.
345 E. Santa Clara St., San Jose (Parktown Plaza Center)
Open Mon. -Fri. 287-9868
Open Tues.-Sat. 262-7703

PARKING PROBLEMS?
CAN’T FIND A PARKING SPACE?
permit
and not be guaranteed a
parking space!
Don’t pay for a

One

block from SJSU

Your own space

Come and go as you please

NO
SPACES
LEFT

MUST MENTION THIS AD

WBW PARKING CO.
408.358.2369

Wong, senior vice president of Disney’s development unit, said Wednesday. Neither side revealed how much
money Anaheim would provide. Disney has said it needs $750 million in
public improvements
"We think we’ve come to agreement on the basic issues," Anaheim
City Manager Jim Ruth said.
The city has already promised $25
million for freeway ramps. The state
and federal government have committed an additional $75.5 million
for transportation improvements.
"Any money the city expends will
come out of future revenue," Councilman Bob Simpson said. "How can
you lose?"

Court overturns Hamilton sentence
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
law and is no longer given.
The death sentence of Bernard
Orfield added that because
Hamilton for the murder and Hamilton had a previous felony
dismemberment of a San Diego conviction, the governor could
woman was overturned today by not commute a life sentence
a federal appeals court, which without majority approval from
said jurors were given hopelessly the state Supreme Court. He
confusing instructions during said Hamilton would have to
the penalty phase.
spend more than 16 years in
The 2-1 ruling allows a new prison before being eligible for
penalty trial for Hamilton, 43, parole.
The judge then told jurors to
who was convicted of the May
1979 murder of Eleanore disregard the possibility of comBuchanan.
mutation in deciding Hamilton’s
Her body was found on a sentence, and to assume he
road with its head and arms cut would not be paroled if he was
off. She had last been seen alive dangerous.
walking toward her van in a
In today’s ruling, the appeals
parking lot after a college class. court majority said Orfield’s
Hamilton was arrested in the van instructions created a reasonable
eight days later in Oklahoma, possibility that jurors sentenced
after using the Buchanans’ cred- Hamilton to death because of
speculation that he would otherit cards.
Hamilton’s case had advanced wise be freed.
further through the federal
The instructions "so focused
court system than any other on the commutation and parole
death penalty appeal in Califor- process that speculation was
nia. Two other capital appeals inevitable," said the opinion by
have been argued before differ- Judge Mary Schroeder, joined by
ent panels of the appeals court Judge Betty Fletcher. Schroeder
and are awaiting decisions.
said the possibility of confusion
The court upheld Hamilton’s was compounded by the proseconviction but said the trial cutor’s statement to jurors that
judge’s instructions on the gov- Hamilton, if sentenced to prison,
ernor’s power to commute a life would connive to find a way to
prison sentence were so tangled get out.
and self-contradictory that jurors
Dissenting Judge Stephen
"could not have made a rea- Trott said Orfield’s instructions
soned and informed choice" were more favorable to Hamilbetween life and death.
ton than the basic Briggs instrucAs required by a 1978 ballot tion,
because
the judge
initiative, Superior Court Judge explained the obstacles in the
Franklin Orfield told jurors that way of Hamilton’s release.
if Hamilton were sentenced to Regardless of the instruction,
life without parole, the governor Trott added, Hamilton would
could reduce the sentence to life surely have been sentenced to
with the possibility of parole.
death because of his "barbaric
That language, known as the conduct."
Briggs instruction, was upheld by
Deputy Attorney General Pat
the U.S. Supreme Court under Zaharopoulos said she expected
federal constitutional standards, the state to do "everything we
but was later prejudicial by the can" to restore Hamilton’s death
state Supreme Court under state sentence.

110 California debtors owe $562 million
WASHINGTON (AP) The
Agriculture Department today
said 971 delinquent borrowers
owe more than $1 million each
to the Farmers Home Administration, potentially costing the
agency billions.
"There will be large writeoffs," agency administrator
Michael V. Dunn told the Senate
Agriculture subcommittee.
The delinquent borrowers
owe an average $2.3 million
each for a total bad debt of $2.2
billion, the agency said. With
smaller delinquencies included,
the total bad debt exceeds $4 billion.The agency has had to write
off $14.8 billion since 1984, he
said.
Of the delinquent large loans,
110 of them worth a total of

$562 million are in California.
The subcommittee called the
hearing because of a report last
week in The Washington Post
identifying several wealthy Californians who have owed millions
of dollars for more than a
decade.
Dunn said that since those
loans were made, the agency has
tightened its lending and collection practices.
The agency was created during the Depression to help farrners who could not get credit elsewhere.
But the agency has also dispensed emergency operating
loans after disasters such as
droughts and floods, which is
how the wealthy Californians
amassed their debt.
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16 seniors will lead Spartans into the 1994 season
By Gerald Woodall

SeCOncl season with re Spartans and acccrchng 10

Spartan Daly Sufi-Writer

JOHN LEE -SPARTAN Dial
SJSU baseball head coach Sam Piraco talks about game etiquette during practice Thursday.

The SJSU baseball team will rely
on the strengths of 16 returning
seniors, to carry them in the Big West
Conference this season. Spartan
coach Sam Nary hopes to build off
of last season’s 34-19-0 record and
receive an NCAA playoffinvitaticai.
"The key to any team is the
improvement of the returning
players. Based on our fall practice, our returning players have
improved and that’s a big
strength," Piraro said.
In seven seasons coaching the
Spartans, Piraro has compiled a
236-164-1 record for a winning
percentage of .589. Piraro also
feels that defense, team speed,
and a good attitude are three
important ingredients that will
help the team win.
liVe have a great attitude this year.
As long as we put the trail in play, nui
the bases, and get good pitching, we
should be better." second baseman
Nfilte Canigg said
Carrigg, a converted outfielder, has been designated to lead
off because Piraro feels speed is

one of his best assets. Ca’ rrigg led
the team with four triples last
season and had 10 steals.
THIRD BASE: Gene Bower, entering his
fourth season, wiN start at third base He replaces
Gated Cawhorn, who alter becoming the first
Spartan to hit Over 400 in 32 years. decided won a
spot tn the Minor Leagues Piraro feels Bowers
offense is greatly improved from 1993 Any drop off
in offense will be compensated by sold defensive
Play as Piraro considers turn "the cornersione of
the defense
It will be hard to B air AFArnencans sixes tyit he
laugh me a et Ethyl hem an he pod menial apptedh
ILI:Pedal’ Baser sail rs new tie
RRST BASE. re are rex Leserrer Tim Gewid are
Pe any Mc, staring leSrercire IV" on re teem Peso
cereciers Gamin la be the Owl al-Waind payer on re
Spartans because of he centrater of Ire-crve Wang
aaturvisrd ne Maly lo cake r i6rs

alsc slue 16 Oases r 16

SHORTSTOP: Jason Boesch we stirt at shonscp
dealade an arose ’,fury that forced hrn to rnes Several
weem at me tall practice He as first year *ye from
Meted &Sege etew re eon re Canino Note Coreyerne telling tes with a 336 average
LEFT FIELD, CENTER FIELD: Second year
player A no WO Leber Will start at left field and his
315 average in 1993 will be used in the clean-up
spot Center fielder Laverne Thomas begins his

Pats is one of the (051 center fielders in the Big
West Conference He started in all 52 garnee last
season wrthoil commaIng an error
RIGHT FIELD, Paul Soiree ma play nght field
and has Inc best throwing arm of the outfielders
This will be he SeCOn0 year on the learn alter corning over trpm Kings River Community College

was awarded two letters in baseball.
Soares Of 390 with five homers. 42 RBIs and
received all-conference honors
PITCHING: Except for Dave Sick, the peening
rotation wit be relatively thin in experience Sick
returns for he fourth season an Mt be the teems
number-one starter for the second straight year
His variety of rattles nclude a tastbeil, slider. and
a curve bail He was sec the 1993 Bp West Con*once "Schoier-Atriiete" award winner
An off-the-field knee infury will keep designated closer Richard Srrsth out of action for an undetermined amount of time Smith’s skills and toughness in pressure situations will be missed However, coach Piraro Minks it could be an excellent
opportunity tor relievers Jon LaVine and Mike
DesRoches to seri experience
CATCHER: The starting catcher *nil be Willie
Moore who OILS well in tie ciiitcr and nes tremendous sells throwing to secona base
’I Mink he is very capable of throwing out 7010
80 percent of base runners.’ Pogo said
where ne

Not much drama, but Alumni game hilarious start to season
that anyone
Not
noticed, but the SJSU
baseball team began
their 1994 campaign with a convincing 9-0 clubbing of a punchless Spartan alumni squad Saturday at Muni Stadium.
An enthusiastic crowd of 38
people braved the sunny, 70
degree weather to root for our
boys of spring despite the temptation of the Super Bore pregame show which seemed to
begin Saturday and end...sometime Monday. Intercollegiate
athletics are always in financial
need, yet unbelievably, no
admission was charged for this
bally-hooed classic.
What this exhibition game
lacked in drama and strategy
was offset by the hilarious antics
of the alumni players as well as

the solid pitching and opportunistic hitting of the current
Spartans.
The nix-and-match uniformed alumni did their best to
keep it close until the bottom of
the second inning when five hits
and two pathetic errors gave the
Spartans five quick runs.
Senior left fielder Angelo
Leber gave a Joey Chavez pitch
a ride that, appropriately,
slammed off the Great America
Jetcoaster sign in left field for a
lead-off double. Junior Eric Pitt,
returning from a season-ending
knee injury in 1993, promptly
smacked a double to left-center
that scored Leber.
After senior catcher Willie
Moore’s RBI single, sophomore
shortstop Chris Nardini doubled past both alumni left field-

SPORTS FORUM
Larry Barrett
ers to score Laverne Thomas.
Yet another error by second
baseman Steve Anderson
allowed Nardini to score and
junior third baseman Gene
Bower drove in Mike Carrigg to
end the carnage with the Spartans leading 5-0.
Meanwhile, the alumni crew
couldn’t muster an offensive
threat against senior right-han-

ders Dave Sick and Jeremy
Advincula. The pair kept opposing batters off balance while
cruising through a combined
six innings of scoreless, three-hit
ball.
Excitement came in the bottom of the sixth inning when
alumni pitcher Mil Pompa took
the mound trailing 7-0. Pompa,
who played on the 1981 team,
was known for his effective
repertoire of "junk" pitches
throughout his career. His thick
black mustache and protruding
belly belied his "stuff’ as the
crafty southpaw painted the corners through a perfect inning
of relief work.
"Ever since I had elbow
surgery on Christmas Eve last
year, I’ve been focusing on this
game," joked a winded Pompa.

Undoubtedly, Cooperstown will
take his quick recovery into consideration when the ballots
come out next year.
The game was a scorekeeper’s nightmare. At least 25 different alumni appeared in the
game, including a man who
identified himself as "Bill
Brown". "Mr. Brown" doesn’t
appear on any past or future
rosters, but this detail did not
stop him from pitching an
inning of relief work.
Alumni manager Gene
Menges, the most prolific coach
in Spartan baseball history,
fought back tears after the game
and tried to keeping the beating in perspective.
’We had a lot of returnees
back this year and were able to
get everybody into the game.

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim tor products or
esnAces advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daly consist of paid advertising
end offerings am not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
ASTHMATIC PATIENTS
Patients with asthma needed for
research study to evaluate an
investigational medication. Participation will be compensated.
Please call Allergy and Asthma
Associates of Santa Clara Valley at
(408) 553-0709 and ask for a
research nurse.
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
Office visits and x-rays no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
Enroll now!
For brochure see AS. Office or
call (800)655-3225.

GREEK

HOUSING
WALK TO SJSU & JAPAN TOWN.
Quiet! 2 br/lba. Pkg. laundry, pet.
patio. $685/trio. 510-829-6348,

ALEENIOME

$50.00 STUDENT DISCOUNT!
ASTORIA INSURANCE BROKERAGE
Auto, Jet Ski. Motorcycle.
Boat, Home owners Insurance.
-Alumni- serving "Students"
...Talk to me, I’ll help you.
D(1I? Accidents? Suspended Lic7
Call me, (Don) 408-247-3734.
Open on Set/Sun with ext. only!

2 Bedroom Apwtment $750/mo.
O Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modern Building
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.

TWIST NEEDED. SIAM. TUESDAYS
49 p.m. only. Must type 75 WPM WILLOW GARDEN APTS.
& have excellent English, grammar 408-998-0300. Minutes from
& spelling skills. 408280-7203.
San Jose State. Spacious 2
bdrm. apts. with 2 full baths.
CHILD CARE NEEDED, MY HOME. Ideal for students and room2 kids. 1:30 5:30 pm, 2 or 3 mates. Swimming pool, saunas,
days/wk. Must be reliable. Near weight room & club house.
Branham/Snell. $6./hr. neg. Quality living at a reasonable
Call Jamie: 281-1420.
rate. 1750 Stokes St.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER
seeking ECE qualified teachers for
full & p/t positions, to work with
100% PURE ADRENAIME III!!! infant, toddler, pre, & school
Experience the thrill of free falling aged children. Call 225-KIDS.
from 10,000 feet at the Bay Area’s
only skydMng center. Come join us SOCIAL SERVICE Youth women.
for a tandem jump and enjoy your Full time. BA + Experience.
first skydive with only 45 minutes Call 971-6000.
of training. For the true thrill seeker, try an accelerated freefall COUNSELOR/SKILLS TRAINER to
course and find yourself on the work with DO adults. 6 mo exp.
fastest road to becoming a 56./hour. Fremont 5102280505.
certified skydiver, starting with a six
hour class and a mile long freefall LUNCH POSITIONS AVAILABLE.
the same day. Videos of your jump Bus, host, wait and cashier.
also available. Owned and operat- Please inquire at the Old Spaghetti
ed by SJSU students and grads. Factory. Mon.-Fri., from 3 to 4.
For more info call (510)634-7575.
ELDERLY WOMAN SEEKING
part-time companion in exchange
for room, board, & small salary.
Call Bev, 2686310.
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
EARN GREAT MONEY!
Special Student Programs
Environmental company
Serving SJSU for 20 years
expanding
in the Bay Area
Drivers"
-Great Rates for Good
-Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers" seeks motivated individuals with
good people skills. PT/FT.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Training provided.
"Good Student" "Family Multicar.
408-262-1442.
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
GREAT OPPORTUNRY for ambitious
NO HASSLE
student. Earn lifetime residuals
NO OBUGATON
saving people S. 1-800224-0876.
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS is now
interviewing for summer manager
positions. Selected applicants will
own & operate their own painting
business. Training provided.
Average earnings $8000. Call
1-800392-1386.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMetT
fisheries. Many earn $2,000+
/mo in canneries or $3,000.on fishing vessels.
$6,000+/mo
MUMS
Many employers provide benefits.
GET SOME QUICK CASH! Your No exp. necessary! Male or
old Junk may be someone else’s female. For more info. call
treasure! Sell It quick In the 1-206-545-4155 ext. A6041.
Spartan Deily ClassMed! For info,
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
otrt the ad form in the corner.
Many positions. Great benefits.
Call 1-800436-4365 ext. P-3310.

Larry Barrett is a
Daily staff tenter

Phone: 924-327’7 FAX: 921-3289

GREEKS & CLUBS
EARN $50 - $250
for yourself
plus up to $500 for your club!
This fundraiser costs
nothing and lasts one week.
Call now and receive
a free gift.
1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.

HELP WANTED

We all had a lot of fun," said
Menges.
Senior closer Dave Smith
retired alumni shortstop Chris
Lasaca, who moonlights as an
assistant coach for the 1994
team, for the apparent final out.
However, the alumni were given
a rare fourth out to allow Spartan Hall of Fame catcher Tim
Day to get an at bat. Understandably confused, Smith fired
a brush-back pitch that sent Day
sprawling to the ground and
brought a pseudo-enraged
Pompa out of the dugout. Cooler heads prevailed as Pompa
waddled back from the third
baseline and Day was retired to
mercifully end the contest.

BRAND NEW EVERYTHING!
Be the first to occupy these
newly upgraded units. Studios.
one and two bedrooms from
$525. 1/2 block from SJSU.
Parking. Cable ready. Ask about
move in bonus. $400. dep.
No pets. 55 South 6th St.
408-292-5174.
1110: $550 / STUDIO: $525.
Deposit $250. One week free!
Nice bldg. Walk to SJSU.
HMS: 997-8200 x335.
RENT A SPACIOUS 1 BR. APT.
in landmark bldg. Huge windows,
miniblinds, new appliances
incl. D.W. & disposal, A/C.
Neutral carpet, intercom entry,
gated covered parking, laundry
room.Great views! 1 blk from
campus. 2 persons OK Rent from
$640. Aspen Vintage Tower
297-4705.

LOST & FOUND
LOST RING ON CAMPUS.
Gemstone ring: oval shaped,
black opal. Belonged to mother.
Please call: 259-4986.

50% DISCOUNT!
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
Enhance your natural beauty!
Eye Liner- Ups - Eyebrows.
Expires June 1st. 1994.
408-379-3500
Hair Today Gone TOMOITOW
621 E. Campbell Ave *17,
Campbell, CA 95008.
MEN AND WOMEN- BARER’ ALLI
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back- Chest - Lip- Bikini Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount First appt.
1/2 price if made before June 30,
1994. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Campbell .1408)379.3500.

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer
the reader to specific
telephone nurnbers or
addresses for additional
Information. Classified
readers should be reminded
that, when making these
further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addltion, readers should
carefully Investigate firms
offering employment
listings or coupons for
discount vacations or
merchandise.

SS BILLIONS available for your EXPERIENCED Word Processor.
students qualify! Retired secretary. Let me do
the typing!’ Resumes, term
Free message (800)666-GRAD.
papers, theses, etc. Grad
& undergrad. IBM Computer.
Laser printer. Fax machine.
Nortary Public. Appointment
LAKE HAVASU, AZ is America’s necessary. Call Anna at
New Spring Break Hot spot Spend 972-4992.
4+ days at America’s largest party
for as little as $99.00. Top name HA’AVARD*FREMONTUNION CITY
concerts, comedians, and celebri- Wordprocessing and typing:
ties. "The Lake Will Roar in 94!" All work accepted!! Reports
1400-4HAVASU
Theses Proficient with APA.
MLA, and Turabian formats:
EARN FREE SPRING BREAK TRIP Quick & Speedy turnaround:
Lion,,ses, v e s g MTV WP 5.1, Laser printer. Call me
in Southern Caiifornia. Call today 7 days a week 7 am to 10 pm.
1800255-5791
Suzanne Scott 510/4410504.

CALL MARCIA 2664448
fo Word Processing Services
Edit & Format Specialist for
Theses/Projects/Term Papers.
APA Tashi= MLA
Grammar. Punct Pitrlsity
- Tables, Graph,.
Will also
600 do L.,Resumes r.
International Students Welcome
10 minutes from cam.p

TELAYM,

WORD PROCESSING

$S MONEY FOR COLLEGE $ 5 WORD PROCESSING TYPING,
AFAn
$131 n. non unclaimed!
West San Jose/Curie-c
SERVICES FINANCIAL Scholarship matching ’Term papers "Group projects
guaranteed! FREE informative "Thesis "Letters ’Applications
$ HOME - BASED BUSINESS $ booklet! 24 hour recording! Resunes *Tape transcription, etc.
Nursing/Math/Science/English.
Home based businesses are Call now! Toll Free!
growing at an alaming rate. 1(800) 434-6015 ext 1210.
Laser printer. Days & evenings,
Cash in on this money making
7 days. SUZANNE, 446-5658.
opportunity and get your share CORPORATE SCHOLARSHIPSIII
of this multi -million dollar The private sector wants to fund PROFESSIONAL Word Processing.
a year legitimate industry. your education! Billions of $S in Theses, term Dopers, group
’No gimmicks’. Learn how you corporate financial aid goes projects, resumes, letters. etc.
can earn as much as $50,000. unclaimed each year. Why? All formats, especially APA.
within the next 3 months. People don’t know where or how Experienced, dependable, quick
HURRY! Please send $5.00, to apply for it. Learn how to tap return. Transcriptions available.
for an informational packet, to into this valuable resource. Almaden / Branham area.
L.J. Marketing, P.O. Box 10429 Call now: 408-236-3747.
Call Linda (40812644504.
San Jose, CA 95157-0325.

2D1RS PROFESSIONA! Experience
Typing & trans:
needs inciudit
binding & FA
& delivery. RE4
Timeliness ,
guaranteed ’
in some subje
HATE TO TYPEI*
If this got your attention, give your- at (408) 369-8E1 self a break. Let me do it for you!
Pick up and delivery $1.00. AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Resumes, term papers & theses. Professional Word Processing
APA format. $2.00 per double Theses. Term Pan -s Nursino
spaced page / 5.00 minimum. Group Projects. P.
Manuscripts, et
Cash only. Call Julie- 998-8354.
. ,
HP Laser if. Si I.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. in APA. Spelling
oiar
Science and English papers/ graMOlatibel editing. Free disc
theses our specialty. Laser pnnt- storage. NI work guaranteed! Worry
ing. Free spell check and storage. free, dependable. and prompt
APA, Turabian and other formats. service. To avoid disappointment.
Resumes, editing. grauoics call now to reserve your time! Cali
and other services available. PAM 247.2681 (Samlipm). plus
Mastersons Word Processing. Saw Addllaw110% Par Rstarved
Cal Paul or Virginia 408-251-0449.

DAILY CLASSIFIED-ADVERT1SING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad here.

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers. punctuatbn & spaces between words.

LEJOLJULLDIEJEILJOLILJI ILILLJOHLJDOOLIHOLL
ODECHICOLIOMODEIDOCIDOOLIODEIEnOril
OMODODEIDEIMODOODOOOODOOM7 LIE
EIDOODEMOODFOODEEMOODOEICIEDEliE

SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
Criminal Defense
Drunk Driving
Theft Charges
Drug Charges
Personal Injury
Auto/Motorcycle injuries
Slip & Fall injuries
No fee if no recovery.
INEHZADI LAW OFRCES
111 N. Market St. 03:6, San Jose
Tel: 408.971-3661.
EXPEIDICED EWER VAL POUSH
your essay, report, proposal,
thesis, or letter ’till it shines! Your
success depends upon the quality
of your writing. Call Dave Bolick.
510401-9554. VISA/MASTER.
CARD. FAX. Emergences O.K.

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
One
Two Threw
Days
Day
Days
311n..
$7
$9
$5
4 linos
$10
$6
$8
$9
$11
5 lines
$7
$10
$12
Ilmere
$11
$1 for each additional line

Name

Four
Days
11
$12
$13
$14

Rim
Days
$13
$14
$15
$16

After the fifth day, fele Impresses by $1 per day.
First line (25 spaces) in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines $70 10-14 lines: $90.
15-19 lines: $110.

Addros,

Please check I
your classification:

Phone
Send check or money order to.
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University,
San Jose, CA., 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Night Bente! Na!!, Room 209
Deadline Two clays before publication III All ads are prepaid
Consecutive publicatons dates only MI Nu refunds on cancelled ads
? OUISTIONS? CALL (404)11243277

- Autorri
- Electrr
- For Sale
- Greek
- Help Wanted
- Housing
- Lost and Found
- Services
Services Financial
- Travel
- Tutoring
- Word Processing

71111111,---41,1F--,
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SPARTAN DAILY

Spartans plug SJSU women beat Anteaters
up Anteaters 79-67 for 10th win of season
for 72-67 victory
By Jennifer Witt

Spartan 6411) Sports Editor

By Erik Hove
pairs

Special to the

Losing confidence, binning to
intimidation and folding in a tough
game are things the Spartan men’s
basketball team did on a regular basis
in the past. But in 1994, the Spartans
are proving they are a very different
team.
The Spartans had to overcome a
semi-serious pregame scuffle and a
strong second-half comeback by UC
Irvine to beat the Anteaters 72-67
Thursday night at the Event Center.
This marks the first time in a long
time the Spartans have won at least 10
games in a season with a 10-8 record
overall and 6-4 in the Big West. They
also took over fourth place in the
standings after UNIN lost to Utah
State.
SJSU trailed only once in the game,
at 1-0, but never relinquished the lead
the rest of the way, despite a strong
run by UC Irvine to make the game
interesting at the end.
The Spartans had built a 62-50 lead
as late as 6:37 to go in the game, but
saw the cushion dwindle as the
Anteater’s Chris Brown found a hothand as he hit 11 of his 16 points in
the second half.
After Brown hit a driving five-foot
jumper and a three-pointer from the
right flat and Lloyd Mumford hit two
free throws, UC Irvine found itself
down 63-59 with 2:53 left in the game.
Things started to get even more
tense when the Spartans went dry
from the charity stripe, missing five
straight after a Terry Cannon layup.
The Anteaters drew to within 66-62
with just under 30 seconds left in the
game. SJSU then found the bottom of
the net from the free-throw line as
they hit the next six-in-a-row and took
advantage of a blown layup by Mum-

ford to hold the Anteaters off.
Jason Allen gave the Spartans an
early spark with 11 straight points early
in the first half. Allen hit three threepoint shots from the left baseline and
hit a breakaway layup to give SJSU a
14-8 lead with 13:09 left in the first
half.
Allen’s spurt snapped an early scoring drought that saw the Anteaters
take an 8-3 lead with 16:22 left in the
game. Allen finished the night with 19
points, 15 in the first half. SJSU’s leading scorer, Terry Cannon lead all scorers with 21 points, 14 in the second
half. Cannon benefitted from seven
points from the free-throw line.
Even before the Spartans could
take the floor there was a scuffle at
halfcourt when both teams tried to
meet in the same place to huddle. A
half-hearted shoving match ensued.
According to Allen, the scuffle gave
the Spartans more emotional incentive to beat the Anteaters.
’They tried intimidating us, but our
guys aren’t going to be intimidated by
anyone," Allen said.
Head Coach Stan Morrison said his
team is finally reaping the benefits of
the hard times they have had to
endure.
’They deserve everything they get,
Morrison said, ’There s nothing more
gratifying than what these kids are
experiencing."
PRUNE (67)
Wester 3-8 4-4 1Z Ave 2-5 0.0 4, Boyer 7-9 3-4 17. Numbed 1.7
3-46. Love 0-4 1.21. Hannon 0-0 0-00 Brown 6-13 0-0 16. Seth 02 2-2 2. Charnel 0-1 0-20. Mama 0-1 0-20. Whrleheed 3-9 1-29
Totals 2269 14-2267
SJSU (72)
Allen 8-13 0-0 19, Greene 1,3 0-1 2. Brotherton 1-4 0-0 2 Mild* 16 1-2 3. Cannon 7.13 7-11 21. Gardner 2-5 0.0 4, 2a00l0 2-5 12 6,
Hammonds 24 135, Shepherd 1-4 6.7 8. Wier 0-1 222 Totals 25E0 18-28 72
Helene - Irvine 28. SJSU 35 Thresepont goals - Brown 4 Alen 3.
Weather 2. Wheeheed 2. Murnford. &nags Fouled out - Waster.
Murnloni Rebounds - Irma 44 (Ake 9. Bokw 9). SJSU 38 (Greene
7. Cannon 5. Gardner 5) Aerate- Mere 12 (Mumford 4). SJSU 12
(2avala 5) Total fouls - Irvine 25. SJSU 18 Records - Irene 2-7
(5-12), SJSU 5-4 (10-8)
A-2,491

Baseball vs. Cal State Los Angeles
The San J09e Stale baseball ream epees its huncon
bilence schedule today sari tie 5,51 01 a thnee-game set
against Cal State Los Angeles at 2 p rn at Varniceel Stad.
um SJSU roes a 17-10 achantage all.brne aganst CSLA
Although the Spartans roar the baseman Gened
Caenorn the 1993139 West Player or the veer along web
Brg West Ifie-tearn shortstop Dave Arne. One squad testae., 16 sermon who look to improve upOn last season’s
34.19-1 record Therr 1110 Bog West record was gcod Ion
thrd pew but talled to earn tern an NCAA playoff berth
The eery Golden 9.9.5 818 corrung off a 22-31.1
cempagri e1960 18 80 Deleon II eve They return an lei

FREE ACT
Own a pager that needs
activation or new servic&
free pager hook up when you
prepay 1 year of ar One

TOUCH TEL PAGING
3097 Moorpark, 5,1 (408) 243-1000

PAID ADVERTISEMENT

ONEYACHI NWABIALA
or if you are his / her friend.
Please call 408-241-0977
and ask for Robert. I need
to talk to you concerning
a bicycle accident last
spring near Jack -in -the-Box,
3rd & E. San Carlos St.

senenners inducing elders Robert Berns and Doug Dee Garet First baseman Deed Berea,, second baseman
Ekren Escurial, and outfielder Jon Cornelius are returnees
that are expected to contrtute offense*
Spartan heed torch Sen, Firers enters 95 .9101 season vet a 500 *111.19 percentew reksing a 43-17 mark
n 1990 which is the sciksors engle-season record
’The 80y8. any team is the improvement of the neon
Idayers Based on our be Melee our relumng players
have rnproved and tars a Pc strength ’ Firms said
According to Rem, the staring ptchlrg is the biggest
west., mark 50019 1110 the season Senor Dave Sok voll
anchor the stet folloveng a 7-5 35.3 ERA perfornance in
1993 Jeremy Actincule. Paul Pakeach and -left Ganef are
mewled noundout the Mellon

Registratiop
Deadline E

FOR 1994
E

Don’t Wait!,
Test Date:
Feb. 26, 1994
38 A
39’A
40 A

B
B

41
42
43

ml

IRVINE (87)
Kahle, 14 2-3 4. M Valium 5-9 3-9 13. Basher 10-14 54 25. Veroka 1-9 2-2 5. 0 Weems 14 0-0 2, Nielsen 2-2 0-01. Thomas 4-5 2-3
12, Anuluoha 0-0040. Scanlon 1.5 0-0 2. Rydehan
O. Smith 01 0-00 Togas 2542 14-26 67
SJSU (71)
McCord 1.3042. Brooks 1345 10-14 34 Brown 1-3 0-0 Chang 0-3
0-0 0, $1041. 7-12 2-5 19, Seeley 4.6 2-4 12, Meanie 3.603 6, Turner
0-3 0-0 0. Brovmson 1-2 0-0 2, Wooten 0-0 0-0 0, Smrth 0-1 0-00.
Nreght 0-10-0 0 Toles 3-065 14-26 79
Helene - keine 36, SJSU 42 Thea-pconl goals -Steele 3 Seekw 2,
Tcehrola Foie, out - Kohler Rebounds - Irene 36 (.1 Weems 10
Beane 10), SISU 51 (Steele 10. Brooks 8) Assists - Inner 1416)0.101
4), SJSU 21 (Steele 8) Tole fouls - Irene 20, SJSU 20 Records Inane 14 (2.15) SJSU 5.4(13.7)
A - 2CQ

Ai Ihe plea outheklergral beeernan Ton Genet second baseman Mike Carrico and weeders Angelo Leber
and Laveme Thomas yell proves finednve power and
speed n the lineup The recovery of fire baseman Enc Om
from 4,00 8.150,5 eli nfluenoe the power and Iterates
hating re re ineup
The Spertens entoryed success at home last season
geng 24-10 at cow Muni Sterlfirm Saturday and Strew
9001.5N91N1p.
-lam Barnet

Having a hard time
getting classes?
0
San Jose City College is the
Affordable Choice at $13 a unit!
YOU CAN STILL REGISTER
the following transferrable courses starting
this week at San Jose City College:

Accounting 20
Biology 1
Biology 2
Botany 62
Business 71
Chemistry 65
English 1C
French 1A
Geography 10
Geology 11
Health Ed 11
History 1
History 17A
Journalism 10
Marketing 118
Marketing 120
Math 62
Math 70
Math 72
Music 91
Physics 4B
Poli Sci 1
Psychology 10
Speech 20

Financial Accounting
Principles of Animal Biology
Principles of Plant Biology
Plants and Human Welfare
Business Law
Quantitative Analysis
Critical Thinking/Composition
Elementary French
Physical Geography
Earth History
Dynamic Health Concepts
Survey of American History
History of the United States
Mass Media and Society
Creative Selling
Marketing Principles
Calculus for Business and Social Sciences
Discrete Mathematics
Calculus II with Analytic Geometry
Music Appreciation
General Physics
American Government
General Psychology
Oral Communications

Call NOW for Registration Information

San Jose City College

Wahiquist Ceratrat

(408) 288-3700

10,

A

E

$25

1,

)

F
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Rest Director
STEVEN SPEERG

Best Screenplay
STEVEN ZAILLIAN

2100 Moorpark Avenue

(Bascom Ave off 280)

San Jose, CA 95128

A
ff

THE YEAR
"THE BEST PICTURE OF
LOS ANGELES FILM CRITICS ASSOCIATION
FILM CRITICS CIRCLE -NATIONAL BOARD OF REVIEW - NATIONAL SOCIETY OF FILM CRITICS - BOSTON SOCIETY OF FILM CRITICS

Peter Ratner LOS ANGELES TIMES - Gene Sister CHICAGO TRIBUNE Deed Sheehan
SISKEL 618181
Davie Anse, NEWSWEEK MAGAZINE - Joel Steger GOOD MORNING AMERICA
KNBC.TV - Sam Rubin 51131-TV - Pani Thomson AMIC.TV - Jot, Corcoran ’MALTY - Gary FranklIn KCOP TA - Michael Melee NEW YORK POST/SNEAK PREVIEWS - Jettrey Lyons
0r0Garner GANNETT NEWS
James Venire BOSTON HERALD
Martin Grove CNN
Peer Slack SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE
SNEAK PREVIEWKNBC
Jay Carr BOSTON GLOBE
MacCambridge AUSTIN AMERICAN STATESMAN - Pat Gallia, WWOR.TV Roger Ebel
BALTIMORE
MORNING
SUN
Michael
Stephen Hunter
SERVICE
lows Robson CALGARY SUN
CMICAGO SUN TIMES Joe Lewlon HOUSTON POST Howe Meshed/ DENVER POST Roger Weibel FT LAUDERDALE NIIIISrSUN SENTINEL Carol Cling LASVEGAS REVIEW JOURNAL - Phile Wretch
John Nadi SEATTLE
DALLAS MORNING REINS Cameo Russell FT LAIJOEFIDALE NEWS/SUN SENTINEL One Elliott SAN MUD UNION -TRIBUNE - Michael lanusonis PROVIDENCE JOURNAL
Dan Deur ola ALBANY SUNDAY GAZETTE Joe Beat, SACRAMENTO BEE Terry Lawson DAYTON
TIMES Tom Keep SEATTLE WEEKLY Paul Chemise, TEXAS STATE RADIO NEMER%
Gary C,gilJ 181A8.111 DAIL AS-F t WORTH
Duane Bwqe HOLLYWOOD REPORTER
Robert neer. ROCKY MODISTAIN NEWS
Bob Fenster ARIZONA REPUBLIC
OAR7 NEWS

"One Of The Great Moviegoing Experiences Of A Lifetime.
AO twanne esperiesice. I sat there spellbound. Sewn Spielherg’s great and daring epic is completell alsorhing at rim single maim"

- Sneer Hen 514.11 A 01451

"An Extraordinary Film. Absolutely Absorbing.
’Schindler’s List Is Destined To
has one extraordinary scene after another
Have A Permanent Place In Memory. Itwithsimply
one of the most deeply moving endings

fee , E
Pay at cashier’s office
A
A

,
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Freshman guard Karl Steele, right, defends UC Irvine’s Davette Williams during Thursday night’s game. Steele scored 19 points and grabbed 10 rebounds.

GLOBE
N
EDAWARDSLOG3Best
F Pict ure II.Ir

- NEW YORK

for

WST

Hulett Brooks scored a kuix high 36
points and grabbed eight rebotu ids to Ow the
Spar-tans their 10th win of the season user the
C hvine Anteaters, 7967.
SJSU scored first and never relinquished control of the lead. The Spartans led by as many as 15 points and
improve to 5-4 in the Big West Conference, 10-7 overall. The last time team
won 10 games or more was in 1982-83.
The Anteaters drop to 1-8 in conference play, 2-15 overall.
’This is a huge win for us," Smith
said. "Last year, we doubled the number
of wins from the year before and now
we’ve doubled that with nine games to
go.
"With Hulett’s scoring and all-around
playing, I thought she played like a true
senior. She showed a lot of leadership."
Despite the 12-point win, the Spartans
had a few mental break-downs, one of
which allowed UC Irvine to shave the
lead down to one point with 13:11 to
play in the second half
"Mentally, we weren’t ready," head
coach Karen Smith said. "We had some
letdowns. They play as tough as any
other team in the conference. They’re
scrappy and they went hard to the
boards. Some of our players took them
too lightly. Their record does not indicate how well they’re playing."
Freshman Kari Steele scored 12 of
her 19 points in the first half. Steele,
whose play did not reflect the fact it’s
her first Division I season, scored three
3-point goals, the most of any player on
the floor Thursday night. She also
pulled down a team-high 10 rebounds.
Senior Gretchen Seeley scored 12
points in 19 minutes and grabbed seven
rebounds. Junior transfer Danielle
Mirante chipped in six points and
pulled down seven rebounds.

Drawing upon the best of his storytelling
talents, Steven Spielberg has made
’Schindler’s List’ an experience that is no
less enveloping than los earlier works of
pare entertainment,"
hen enlin ’.4 54 TINth TiMEs

"The Performances By Liam Neeson,
Ralph Fiennes And Ben Kingsley
Are Giant, A Masterpiece, A passionate
cry, a towering drama, Steven Lillian’s
screenplay is extraordinary?’
ng ern. 1111 101151 slit%

Great Film,

Fes American movies
since the silent era have had anything
approaching this picture’s narrative
boldness, visual audacity, and emotional
directness."

"A

Irovn.E. ILEEEEr 1111. NEU 5(1404.140

in motion picture history."
(...4,41 slskl I 1. 11115 I

"An Incredible Film, Steven Spielberg

creates images that say volumes, that speak
to the kart, ’Schindler’s List’ takes us
places we never thought film could
take us, to show us things we
never though( we would see."
I..) l (4941 mons.im. %WAIL

’An Astounding Achievement.
An emblem of annihilation and
of hope at the same time. I
didn’t think I could he
affected this vra invmore,
not by this subject.
Steven Spielberg is at
the top of his form:’
slip waf, 51 1, 1/1 \ 1
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